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Abstract— Objective: To estimate scalp, skull, compact bone
and marrow bone electrical conductivity values based on
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) measurements, and to
determine the influence of skull modeling details on the estimates.
Methods: We collected EIT data with 62 current injection pairs
and built five 6-8 million finite element (FE) head models with
different grades of skull simplifications for four subjects,
including three whose head models serve as Atlas in the scientific
literature and in commercial equipment (Colin27 and EGI’s
Geosource atlases). We estimated electrical conductivity of the
scalp, skull, marrow bone and compact bone tissues for each
current injection pair, each model, and each subject. Results:
closure of skull holes in FE models, use of simplified four-layer
Boundary Element Method-like models, and neglection the CSF
layer produce an overestimation of the skull conductivity of 10%,
10-20%, and 20-30%, respectively (accumulated overestimation
of 50-70%). The average extracted conductivities are: 288±53
(the scalp), 4.3±0.08 (the compact bone), and 5.5±1.25 (the whole
skull) mS/m. The marrow bone estimates showed large
dispersion. Conclusion: Present EIT estimates for the skull
conductivity are lower than typical literature reference values,
but previous in-vivo EIT results are likely overestimated due to
the use of simpler models. Significance: Typical literature values
of 7-10mS/m for skull conductivity should be replaced by the
present estimated values when using detailed skull head models.
We also provide subject specific conductivity estimates for widely
used Atlas head models.
Index Terms—Electrical Impedance Tomography, skull
electrical conductivity, bioimpedance, biomedical signal
processing, electroencephalography.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

EURO DIAGNOSTIC or therapeutic technologies such
as
Electroencephalography
(EEG),
Transcranial
Electrical Stimulation (TES) and Electrical Impedance
Tomography (EIT) require accurate electrical models of the
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human head. For example, electrical head models are used to
estimate cortical sources of scalp recorded signals [1]–[4].
Accurate source estimates are critically important when
evaluating patients with refractory epilepsy (i.e., epilepsy not
adequately controlled by medication) for surgical resection
[5]. Source estimation of EEG signals is also essential for the
advancement of basic understanding of cognition and brain
functions [6]. In TES, accurate head models are needed to
determine optimal current injection patterns and to estimate
the electric current density dose delivered to regions of interest
in the brain [7]–[10]. TES is actively studied as an emerging
therapeutic tool for treatment of depression [11], epilepsy
[12], and other neurological disorders [13]. Electrical head
models are also important in EIT applications for detection of
intracranial bleeding or ischemia in stroke or traumatic brain
injury [14], [15].
Anatomically accurate electrical head models are based on
segmentation of Magnetic Resonance (MR) and/or Computed
Tomography (CT) images into different tissues with specific
electrical properties. Initially, simplified three layered
spherical models [16] were used, but technological advances
have enabled progressively more realistic models that employ
anatomically realistic three or four nested layers [17], models
that include marrow bone (MB) [18], small foramina in the
skull [10], [19], and even blood vessels [20]. The quality of
these models depends on both accuracy of characterizing
numerous head tissues and their electrical properties,
including anisotropy.
The skull and its conductivity are key among these tissue
properties. The adult skull is highly resistive compared to the
surrounding tissues, acting as an electrical shield between the
scalp and brain. Skull cranial plates are composed of two
layers of compact bone and a layer of spongy marrow bone
sandwiched in the middle. Their conductivity is dependent on
subject demographic characteristics such as age, gender and
ethnic origin [21].
While tissue types and boundaries can be derived from
various imaging data, such as MRI and CT, non invasive in
vivo determination of the tissue conductivity parameters is
still a challenge. Many approaches have been proposed
including: magnetoacustic imaging [22], MR EIT or current
density imaging [23]–[25], MR based electrical properties
tomography [26], and simultaneous tissue conductivity
determination and source localization [27]–[29]. In this paper
we are focused on the EIT methods [30], which are portable
and most affordable as they are compatible with EEG and can
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be implemented within the same EEG system and electrodes.
In medical EIT, harmless electric currents are applied on the
subject skin and the resulting electric potentials are recorded
with an electrode array [31]. From these boundary voltage
measurements, it is possible to reconstruct the internal
volumetric conductivity distribution, either voxel to voxel
basis (imaging EIT, [32]), or just a subset of the regional
tissue parameters (parametric or bounded EIT [16], [33]–[35]).
An advantage of the bounded EIT (bEIT) approach is that it is
able to characterize the conductivity of the most resistive (i.e.,
the skull) that is invisible to MRI Diffusion Tensor Imaging
(DTI) [36]. The typical use of bEIT is to estimate the
conductivity values of the upper layers: the scalp and skull
[35]. CSF conductivity is well characterized from semi
invasive spinal taps [37]. Brain tissue conductivity estimates
from bEIT have a large dispersion. In bEIT, the unknown
parameters are varied or adjusted to minimize the difference
between the measurements and the model predictions. The
computation of the scalp potentials is governed by the Poisson
equation and it is known as the EIT forward problem (FP). For
spherical models, it can be solved analytically [16], [38]–[43].
For more complex head models, it needs to be formulated and
solved numerically by either the Boundary Element Method
(BEM) [17], the Finite Element Method (FEM) [35], or the
Finite Difference Method (FDM) [44]. In FEM and FDM it is
possible to include the inhomogeneous and anisotropic
properties of the tissues. On the contrary, BEM models are
typically composed by nested and closed surfaces that delimit
different homogeneous and isotropic tissue layers. The process
of fitting the bEIT data and the simulations is a nonlinear
optimization problem, known as the bEIT inverse problem
(IP). The methods for solving the IP include Newton’s method
[35], simplex search [16], [45], least squares through a
linearization [46] and simulated annealing [47], [48], among
others.
The combination of state of the art electrical head models
and bEIT has become a gold standard technique to estimate
subject specific scalp and skull conductivity values in vivo,
using simple EEG like equipment. Previous studies have
employed bEIT with different resolution head models and
numerical solvers. In one of the earliest studies, Burger and
van Milaan used a four terminal scheme with two current
injection and two measuring electrodes on the forehead and
two analytical models: a uniform sphere and one outer
conductive shell model with perfectly insulating skull [49].
They estimated the scalp conductivity value in both models,
by varying inter electrodes distance and using the intersection
point of estimates for close electrodes, to be 0.42 S/m, and
concluded that at close distances both models reflect reality as
all current is shunted through the scalp. Later, Rush & Driscoll
conducted an experiment that immersed a postmortem skull in
electrolytic fluid and fitted the measurement with a three layer
spherical model [38]. They found good agreement between the
experiment and the theory using a skull to scalp conductivity
ratio of 1:80.
The bEIT approach continues to be employed in more
recent research. Eriksen conducted a typical in vivo bEIT

experiment using 4 subjects, 20 measuring electrodes, one
current injection pair, and several frequencies. The best fit for
the data in a three layer spherical model produced an average
of 4 mS/m for the skull and 0.53S/m for the scalp
conductivities [33]. De Munck et al. proved the stability of the
bEIT problem (in contrast with the ill posed imaging EIT
method) through simulations [50]. Ferree et al. proposed a
simplex search algorithm for the bEIT inverse problem and a
four layer spherical model as a forward model, and concluded
that adding a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is important for EEG
analysis and for parametric EIT [16]. In the same year,
Oostendorp et al. performed another bEIT estimation in vivo
with two subjects, using two injection pairs (AFz POz and
TP7 TP8 in the standard 10 20 EEG montage). They reported
a much larger skull conductivity value (13 mS/m) and a lower
scalp conductivity value (0.20S/m, the ratio 1:15). It is
important to note that these researchers used a three layer
BEM head model with a realistic MRI based geometry but
without capturing the skull holes and CSF layer [51].
Gonçalves et al. performed parametric EIT estimations using
three layer BEM models and seven to ten injection pairs. They
found average conductivities of 8 mS/m for the skull and 0.33
S/m for the scalp conductivities (ratio 1:40) [17]. Ratio values
between 1:15 and 1:40 (instead of the ratio 1:80 initially
suggested by Rush and Driscoll) have been widely used in
literature since then.
The same range of the scalp to brain conductivity ratio was
confirmed in more recent bEIT experiments by He et al. and
Clerc et al. [52]–[54]. Clerc et al. used a realistic three layer
BEM model and estimated one parameter at a time assuming a
scalp conductivity of 1S/m. They found a scalp/skull ratio of
1:25 that, if we consider a typical scalp conductivity of 0.33
S/m, translates to a skull conductivity value of 0.012 S/m [54].
Zhang et al. estimated the skull conductivity for pediatric
subjects in vivo and found a value of 16mS/m [55]. This larger
value is expected as a pediatric skull is more conductive than
an adult skull.
More recently, Dabek et al. used three layer subject specific
BEM models and found skull conductivity to be in the 6.6 7.2
mS/m range and a scalp conductivity of 0.34S/m when
averaging the results of 9 subjects [30]. Ouypornkochagorn et
al. found a skull conductivity value of 8.4mS/m and a scalp
conductivity of 0.58S/m for one subject using a finite element
head model of five nested layers (BEM like model) [56].
In summary, a wide range of skull (from 4 to 20 mS/m) and
scalp (from 0.3 to 0.5 S/m, although this is based on a lower
number of studies [21]) conductivity values have been
reported using bEIT and other methods [21], [52], [57], [58].
These variable estimates might be due to inherent inter subject
and intra subject variabilities [59], but differences in models
used in these studies must be carefully considered.
One of the aims of this paper is to check the hypothesis that
the widely used range of 8 10mS/m for the skull conductivity
is significantly overestimated due to neglecting the CSF layer
and/or assuming simplified skull models in the processing of
experimental bEIT data. Layered BEM like skull models
usually assume a closed skull (with no holes), do not consider
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Fig 1: Tetrahedral meshes for four subjects: (a) Atlas Man, (b) Caucasian Atlas, (c) Asian Atlas, and (d) Subject 256. In all cases, the marrow bone is depicted
in burgundy color and the electrodes in semi transparent blue. If carefully observed, it is possible to distinguish the gray white matter interface and some skull
air pockets. Note that Subject 256 has 256 electrodes and no sutures.

the internal air pockets (sinuses), and simplify the rather
complex ventral part of the skull geometry. Additionally,
regional skull variations may produce inaccurate estimates in
studies that used a low number of current injection pairs.
While the impact of the skull modeling details on EEG source
localization was extensively studied in the past for instance by
Lanfer et al. 2012 [4] or Montes Restrepo et al. 2014 [19], the
similar investigation in respect of EIT and specifically
parametric EIT has been never undertaken to the best of our
knowledge.
In the present work, we estimate scalp and skull
conductivities in-vivo for four subjects using highly detailed
skull models that include major skull openings, minor
foramina, realistic skull thickness, internal air and marrow
bone. The skull conductivity is estimated in two different
ways: assuming it as one homogeneous tissue layer and as a
layer split into two different homogeneous tissues (marrow
and compact bones). Measurements are obtained using 62
current injection pairs engaging all 128 electrodes covering
the whole head, a much larger number than in most of the
previous studies. This allows us to obtain a more precise
average value. We include a subject wearing a 256 electrode
sensor net to improve further intra subject statistics. To
analyze the impact of simplified skull models, we recreated
other models from the initial high quality (HQ) ground truth
FEM model by closing the skull foramina, by smoothing the
skull layer structures (a four shell BEM like model), and by
replacing the CSF layer by brain tissue (a three shell BEM
like model). These models allow us to explore the effects of
these model assumptions on estimated conductivity values and
compare our results with previous literature findings.
Another important aspect of the present work is that we
provide scalp and skull conductivity estimates for three
subject head models used as atlases in the neuroscience
community. One subject is the well known and widely used
Atlas Man (AM) Colin271 and two of the subjects are the
Caucasian and Asian atlases (CA and AA) used in the EGI
source localization package Geosource 3:02. For AM we also
estimate the conductivities in the 5 95 Hz frequency range.
This work can be considered an extension of our previous
conference work where we also showed that different
1
2
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electrode models did not produce a large variation in the
conductivity estimates [60]. Thus, we do not analyze different
electrode models in the present article.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. MRI and CT data collection and segmentation
Reference models of soft tissues for the four adult male
subjects labelled as AM (Atlas Man), CA (Caucasian Atlas),
AA (Asian Atlas) and S256 (a fourth subject wearing a 256
electrode net) aged 44, 46, 52, and 54 years old at the time of
scanning respectively were derived from T1 weighted MR
images of their heads. Figs. S1 (a) and (b) show the sensor net
layouts. The MRI images were obtained with a 3T Allegra
scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The bone
structure for AM, CA, and AA was derived from subject
specific CT scans recorded with a GE CT scanner (General
Electrics, Fairfield, United States). The acquisition matrix was
256 x 256 x 256 with a voxel size of 1mm x 1mm x 1mm for
both the CT and T1 scans. The T1 MRI images were
coregistered to the CT space using EGI’s segmentation and
image processing package, Modal Image Pipeline (BrainK
[61]). CT scans for S256 were not available, so Asian atlas
(AA) CT scan was warped to the S256 segmentation using a
nonlinear warping function in BrainK. T1 MRI images were
automatically segmented into six types of tissues (brain gray
matter (GM), brain white matter (WM), CSF, scalp, eyeballs,
and internal air) using the same package. The skull was
segmented from the CT images. Subject bEIT session specific
electrode positions for the 128 (for subjects AM, CA, and AA)
and 256 (for subject S256) high density EGI sensor nets were
determined by using the Geodesic Photogrammetry System
(GPS), and coregistered to the CT space with EGI’s image
software core [62], [63]. Electrodes were added to the
segmented volumetric image as 1cm in diameter and 0.7cm in
height cylinders of a new tissue corresponding to the
conductive gel. The marrow bone segmentation was obtained
by combining skull tissue erosion and CT thresholding to
preserve compact bone at both the edges and sutures, as
studied and recommended in another study [19]. For subject
S256, only skull erosion was used as the warped CT was not
subject specific.
B. bEIT data Acquisition
All research protocols involving human subjects complied
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we observed negligible (less than 1 degree) phase shifts
between electrode potentials (except for expected change of
signs).

Fig. 2: Details of the skull in the different models. The first column
corresponds to the HQ models, the second to the closed skull model, and the
third one to the BEM like models. The anterior half of the skull is shown in
the first row. The eye foramina are open in the first model but closed in the
other two models. The BEM like model (c) is much simpler and smooth. In
the second row, we show an axial slice at the height of the eye openings,
showing the skull (gray), the scalp (orange), the eyeballs (cyan), and the CSF
(yellow). Note that in the BEM like models the skull is thicker and some
details are lost such as the soft tissue inside the nasopharyngeal cavity.

with the ethical standards in the Helsinki Declaration of 1975
and approved by EGI’s Institutional Review Boards (IRB).
Informed consent was obtained for each subject.
All subjects were fitted with the geodesic sensor net (GSN)
and each electrode made contact with the scalp via a
conductive gel3. Typical EGI electrode contact impedance was
around 50 kO [64], and the diameter of the contact area is
10mm.
Subjects were positioned in a comfortable chair, and 20PA
sinusoidal current at a frequency of 27 Hz was administered
for 3 seconds in each of the electrode pairs using one of the
automatic software protocols running the EGI 256 channel
NA 300 EEG system [34], [65]. For subject AM, the
frequency was varied in the 5 95Hz range for two specific
pairs (15 72 and 190 46).
For the three subjects wearing the 128 channel GSN, the
protocol used 62 current injection pairs, whereas for the
subject wearing a 256 channel GSN, the protocol used 130
pairs. Electrode pairs were selected based on electrode
distance (for probing deep tissues) and coverage of as much of
the head as possible. Table S1 (provided as a separate file)
shows the specific pairs used in the 128 and 256 sensor net
protocols. Electrode Cz was used as reference for all potential
measurements and the sampling rate was 1000 Hz.
From the recorded raw potentials on the scalp, the
amplitude of the sinusoids was extracted in a postprocessing
step using a software implementation of lock in detection,
with the number of epochs (i.e., the number of the sliding
windows in time where the amplitudes were estimated) being
10 [66]. Due to the low frequency of the injected current,
3

http://www.parkerlabs.com/spectra 360.asp

C. Finite Element Models
Finite element (FE) tetrahedral meshes of 6 to 8 million of
elements were built from the segmented volumetric images
using the iso2mesh package [67]. This number of elements
resulted in a highly detailed virtual model while still being
computationally tractable in MATLAB running at the ACISS
supercomputing cluster of the University of Oregon4.
Elements corresponding to internal air pockets were removed
and finer meshes were assigned to electrode conductive gel,
marrow bone, compact bone, and scalp tissues. The quality of
the meshes was assessed by computing the stretch factor,
resulting in only <0.1% of the elements of the meshes with an
stretch factor lower than 0.05 [68].
We constructed five different models (and corresponding
FE meshes) for all four subjects using a combination of the
CGAL and the TetGen tools, both included within the
iso2mesh package [69], [70]. Semi automatic high quality
mesh generation complexity varied from subject to subject.
Summarizing all steps, it took around 8 hours per subject,
mostly due to the required manual intervention. With CGAL it
is possible to generate tetrahedral meshes directly from the
volumetric images. Therefore, it was used for more complex
tissues such as the skull, scalp, and electrodes. We started
from the segmented image (the output of BrainK) and
included electrode segmentation. In the volumetric image, the
electrodes were built as cylinders following the normal to the
scalp direction. For computing normal to the scalp vectors, a
provisional triangular mesh of the outer scalp surface was built
and strongly smoothed. This step is semi automatic as manual
interventions are needed for some electrodes where the surface
is too curved or near the ears. This process, considering
manual interventions, took around 3 hours per subject.
TetGen creates meshes from triangular surfaces that do not
self intersect nor intersect with each other. For this reason, it
usually fails for very complex surfaces or surfaces with holes.
TetGen was was used for internal tissues: CSF, GM and WM.
TetGen requires a three step procedure: extraction of the
surfaces from the volumetric image, conditioning of the
surfaces to avoid intersections, and the tetrahedral mesh
generation from the conditioned surfaces. In the intermediate
step, it is possible to slightly smooth the surfaces resulting in a
better quality mesh. The meshing of the internal tissues was
also done in a semi automatic way, as we iterated between the
TetGen scripts, the smoothing process of each surface, and
visual inspection in the case of intersections. This process took
3 to 5 hours per subject.
The five models built for each of the 4 subjects were:

4
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TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE CONDUCTIVITY ESTIMATES IN
MS/M.
Current injection at 27Hz. 3;< : scalp conductivity, 3;= : skull conductivity
(considering the skull as one tissue), 3<> : compact bone conductivity, 3?> :
marrow bone conductivity. AM: atlas man, CA: Caucasian atlas, AA: Asian
atlas, and S256: subject wearing a 256-electrode net.
Subjects

3;<

3;=

3<>

3?>

AM
CA
AA
S256
Average

249±54
291±61
362±66
250±53
288±53

5.62±2.40
5.08±1.38
4.16±0.72
7.15±2.25
5.50±1.25

4.16±1.43
4.22±1.43
4.25±1.44
4.35±1.33
4.25±0.08

298±29
138±20
146±20
173±15
-

1) High Quality (HQ) model: In this model, CGAL was used
to construct the skull (marrow and compact), scalp, eye
ball, and electrode meshes. CSF, GM and WM where
built using TetGen. The combination of these two
methods results in models with smooth GM surfaces and
very detailed skull features, including minor foramina and
small bones.
2) HQ model without marrow: This represents the previous
model where the tetrahedrons corresponding to the
compact and marrow tissues are assigned to only one
skull tissue.
3) Closed skull models: To address the effects of just
covering the skull holes, we created a very similar model
to the HQ model but closing the skull holes as follows: in
the segmented image, the CSF tissue was slightly dilated
(using a two voxel structuring element) and the
intersection of the expanded CSF and scalp was assigned
to the skull. This model has a closed skull, but all other
geometrical complexities of the skull are preserved.
4) Layered BEM like models: These models were built
using only TetGen, which requires no self intersecting
surfaces. For this purpose, the skull CSF and the skull
scalp surfaces had to be strongly smoothened.
5) No CSF model: These models equal BEM like models
except for the CSF layer, which was replaced by brain
tissue. With this model, we address the effects of
neglecting the CSF layer as it occurs when using three
layer models in bEIT.
Tissue electrical conductivities. We assigned isotropic and
homogeneous average conductivity values to each tissue based
on typical values obtained from in vivo, ex vivo and in vitro
human and animal studies (in brackets, we specify the study,
the temperature, and the frequency): 0.2 S/m for WM (Gabriel
et al., 1996, 37ºC, 200Hz [71], [72]), 0.33 S/m for GM
(Gabriel et al., 1996, 37ºC, 200Hz [71], [72]), 1.79 S/m for
CSF (Baumann et al., 37ºC, 10Hz [37]), 1.5 S/m for eye balls
(Lindenblatt and Silny, 32ºC, 60Hz [73]), and 1.5S/m for gel
conductivity at room temperature as measured in [74]. In Fig.1
we show tetrahedral meshes, segmentation, and electrode
positions for the HQ models of the four subjects. In Fig. 2, we
depict the major differences between the models for subject
AM.
D. Forward Problem:
Volume conduction in the low frequency range of EIT is

governed by the quasi static approximation of Maxwell
equations, the Poisson equation [40], [75]. The electrical
forward problem (FP) in EIT can be stated as follows: given
the electrical head model and a current injection pair, compute
the electrical potential at the measuring electrodes. At the top
of each gel layer, we imposed the complete electrode model
(CEM) boundary conditions [76]. Mathematically, the EIT FP
with the CEM conditions is stated as follows:
ψ
0
in Ω
ψ+

ψ ⋅

!

ψ

0

ψ ⋅

"

in δΩ

#

in E

in E ,

(1)

where
is the conductivity tensor, ψ is the electric
potential, Ω is the solid and δΩ is its boundary, is the normal
to the boundary vector, # is the injected current at electrode
%,
is the electric potential at electrode % , and
is the
electrode % contact impedance.
We solved the Poisson equation with the CEM boundary
conditions of (1) numerically, using the first order Finite
Element Method (FEM) with the Galerkin approach [77], [78].
In this approach, the FP is reduced to a linear system of
equations &' (, where & is the (* + +) × (* + +)
‘stiffness’ matrix, * is the number of mesh nodes and + is the
number of electrodes, ' is the unknown (* + +) × 1 vector of
the electric potential at each node, and ( is a (* + +) × 1
vector with the current injection information. The & matrix
considers the geometry and conductivity of each tissue and the
CEM contact impedances. & is built in a completely automatic
way using our own FEM MATLAB scripts with parallel
computing (taking approximately 10 minutes on a node of the
ACISS cluster with 12 cores and 72GB of RAM). Detailed
information about & and ( formulations can be found
elsewhere [35], [76].
A preconditioned conjugated gradient (PCG) algorithm in
MATLAB was used to solve the resulting linear system &'
( with the LU factorization matrices as preconditioners [79].
Typical solutions for 6 million element models required
approximately 200 PCG iterations and 1 minute of
computation time with a tolerance of 1 × 10.// for the
residuals.
For every model, if assuming homogeneous and isotropic
conductivity values for each tissue, dependencies of the
stiffness matrix on tissue conductivities can be stated as
follows:
&(0)'

5

12 34 & 4 7 '
46/

(,

(2)

where 0 is the vector of unknown conductivity values 34 , & 8
are the stiffness matrices for each tissue 9, and : is the number
of tissues. Details of deriving (2) from the FEM formulation is
shown in previous work [35].
E. Inverse problem:
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Fig 3: Normalized CRLB for the estimates in the 2 parameter and 3 parameter searches, and for all four subjects. Note that the normalized CRLB corresponding
to the marrow bone is the largest, one or two orders of magnitude larger than the normalized CRLB of the other tissues.

The EIT Inverse Problem (IP) involves estimation of model
parameters (typically, the electrical conductivity values) from
the electric potential measurements. The least squares
approach minimizes the ℓ2 norm of the difference between the
model predictions and the actual measurements:
@ argminE(FG H I& ./ (0)()J (FG H I& ./ (0)()K,
0
(3)
0

Where 0 is the parameter vector, I is an (+ H 1) × (* +
+) sparse selection matrix that selects the last + elements of ',
and the (+ H 1) × 1 vector FG is the average of samples.
Each sample is an output of the lock in detector.
@ is the Maximum Likelihood
It can be shown that 0
Estimator under a Gaussian measurement model [35], [80]. In
a noiseless scenario, the problem of (3) is convex and ill
conditioned, meaning that there is only one global minimum
in a “valley” that is almost flat in one direction and very sharp
in another, making it difficult to solve (see Fig. 6 of [81], or
Fig. 1E of [82]).
Several numerical optimization methods can be used to
solve (3). We use the classic Newton's method that requires
the partial derivatives of I& ./ (0)( with respect to each
unknown parameter L4 to compute the Gradient vector and the
Hessian matrix. Using matrix calculus, these derivatives are
easily found for the FEM expressions as:
MI& ./ (0)(
M&(0) ./
I NH& ./ (0)
& (0)O (
ML4
ML4
(4)
M&(0)
HI& ./ (0)
P.
ML4
From (2), it can be easily shown that:
M&(0)
(5)
&4 ,
ML4
i.e., the stiffness matrix of tissue 9. Newton’s method requires
a smaller number of iterations than other numerical
optimization methods. Moreover, we empirically found that it
was more stable for this problem than the Nelder Mead
simplex search method [83], and that the method stagnated

after six to eight iterations (see Fig. S2). We set the method to
stop after nine iterations, with examples from simulated and
real data shown in supplementary Fig. S2. The numerical
stability and speed of convergence was better for initial values
lower than the reference conductivities, as the cost function
landscape is steepest at low values of the conductivities (see
Fig. 6 of [81], or Fig. 1E of [82]). Specifically, we chose
0.2S/m for the scalp and 1mS/m for the skull and the compact
bone as initial conductivity values for faster convergence to
the global minimum.
F. Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
The Cramér Rao lower bound (CRLB) is a lower bound of
the variance for any unbiased estimator [80]. That is, no
estimation algorithm can have a lower covariance matrix than
CRLB. In this work, we use CRLB to assess the quality of the
estimates (electrical conductivity of the scalp, skull as a
whole, compact bone and marrow bone) in a similar manner as
in a previous work [35].
@ is an unbiased estimator of 0, then its covariance
If 0
@ V W RX+:(0) Y./ (0), where the
matrix satisfies: RSTU0
matrix inequality implies that the difference is positive
semidefinite, Y is the Fisher information matrix, and RST
stands for covariance. For signals with white Gaussian noise, Y
is given by
J
M`(0)
M`(0)
(6)
ZY(0)[4\
_
a _
a,
T]^ ML4
ML\
where `(0) I& ./ (0)( is the expected value of the
measurements, is the total number of samples, and T] is the
noise standard deviation [80]. Partial derivatives of (6) were
shown in (4).
To account for the different order of magnitude of the
parameters, we define a normalized CRLB for each parameter
L4 as:
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Fig. 4: Box plots of the estimates using real data for the scalp (a) and skull (b) conductivity values using the 5 different models and for the four subjects. Each
red cross represents the estimate for one current injection pair, circle indicates the median (which is also given in numbers), blue asterisk represents the mean,
and edges of the blue box are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The first box plot in each graph of (b) corresponds to the compact bone conductivity of the 3
parameter search while the other values correspond to conductivity estimates of the skull as a whole. It is clearly seen that the mean skull conductivity estimates
are larger when the model is simpler, but the scalp conductivity estimates remain almost unaltered.

bRX+:44
(7)
,
L4
where L4 is a reference value for each parameter, and RX+:44
is the i-th element of the diagonal of the CRLB matrix. This
coefficient is equivalent to a bound on the relative standard
deviation of each parameter and it was defined as the
Coefficient of Variation Bound (CVB) in our previous work
[35].
GGGGGGGG
CRLBi

III. RESULTS
For all subjects and for each current injection pair we
estimated the scalp, compact bone, and marrow bone
conductivities (a 3 parameter search) and also the scalp and
skull conductivities assuming compact and marrow bone as
only one tissue (a 2 parameter search). Some current injection
pairs were excluded from the analysis because either the
inverse search didn’t converge after nine iterations or the
estimates were unrealistic (marked as outliers). Table I shows
the mean and dispersion among the different current injection
pairs of the 2 parameter and 3 parameter estimates. The
standard deviations of the first four rows correspond to the
variability among the estimates obtained with the different
current injection pairs whereas the standard deviations of the
last row correspond to the variability of the mean of the four
subject estimates. Note the large relative dispersion of the
marrow bone estimation.
Two sample t tests were performed to statistically evaluate
the estimates between the four subjects. All six comparisons
of the compact bone estimates failed to reach statistical
significance (c W 0.47). For the skull (in 2D search) and scalp

estimates, test results showed statistically different in almost
all cases, c f 0.05 (except for the scalp conductivity between
AM and S256, c 0.85, and for the skull conductivity
between AM and CA, c 0.14).
For comparison of the quality of the marrow bone estimates
with the quality of the other tissue estimates, Fig. 3 presents
normalized Cramér Rao lower bound for the four subjects. It
is observed that the variance bound of the marrow bone
estimates is theoretically one or two orders of magnitude
larger than the estimates of the other tissues. In (6) we used
the number of samples of the real data,
10, and derived
the noise standard deviation also from real data, T]
0.82 μ .
To study the impacts of using closed skull, BEM like and
No CSF models, we performed the inverse search also for
these three models using both synthetic and real data. The
synthetic data were simulated using the HQ model (including
marrow bone) with the estimated mean conductivities for
scalp and compact bone, but with literature conductivity value
for the marrow bone. Fig. 4 shows results based on
experimental bEIT data for subjects AM, CA, AA, and S256,
and Fig. 5 shows results based on synthetic data. The 3
parameter estimates correspond to the compact bone layer but
in all other cases the estimates correspond to the skull as a
homogeneous tissue. Note that for all subjects, the more
simplified model the model is, the more overestimated the
skull conductivity is (and the larger variance of the estimates
across different current injection pairs). This is seen for both
real and synthetic data.
For each of the five models, four subjects, and at least 62
current injection pairs, the conductivity estimation involved 9
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Fig. 5: Box plots of the estimates using synthetic data for the scalp (a) and skull (b) conductivity values using the 5 different models and for the four subjects.
Each red cross represents the estimate for one current injection pair, circle indicates the median (which is also given in numbers), blue asterisk represents the
mean, and edges of the blue box are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The first box plot in each graph of (b) corresponds to the compact bone conductivity of the 3
parameter search while the other values correspond to conductivity estimates of the skull as a whole. As in this figure we show the estimates obtained from the
synthetic signals, this first box in each graph acts as a validation of the estimation method. It is clearly seen that the skull conductivity estimates are larger when
the model is simpler, but the scalp conductivity estimates remain almost unaltered, as when using real data.

iterations of the Newton’s method requiring 7 (for 2
parameters) or 15 (for 3 parameters) forward problem
computations (Gradient and Hessian) of approximately one
minute each. This huge computational load ran at the
University of Oregon ACISS supercomputing cluster using
parallel MATLAB programming.
We also conducted experiments for AM subject with one
injection pair varying the injected current frequency. In Fig. 6,
the estimates of the skull conductivity with respect to the
frequency are shown. It can be seen that there is a slight
increase in conductivity as a function of frequency, in line
with in vitro measurements by Akhtari et al. [84].
Superimposed on the estimates is the adjusted Akhtari’s
function (3Zk /k[ mno , where n is 2p times the
frequency) for the 2 parameter skull conductivity estimates
and for the 3 parameter compact bone conductivity estimates,
with the best fits for m values (3.35 for 2D and 3.93 for 3D
searches) and q values (0.032 for 2D and 0.024 for 3D).
To give an example of the modeling accuracy impact on
dose calculations in TES, a simple simulation targeting
cortical area M1 in AM was performed. The ground truth EEG
and TES lead fields within the HQ model was simulated, and
the dose (current density) at the region of interest with the
simplified versions of the skull and the corresponding bEIT
estimates for the same amplitude of TES current of 1 mA was
computed. The reciprocity principle was used as the targeting
strategy, with 1 source and 5 sinks in an opposite
configuration [10]. The averaged current densities at the
cortex ROI were 0.1516, 0.1535, 0.1582, 0.1639, and 0.0957
A/m2 for the HQ, HQ without marrow, closed skull, BEM

like, and no CSF models, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the
module of the current density on the cortex for four head
models.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we extended our previous results by adding
the scalp and skull conductivity estimates for a larger pool of
subjects (atlases), by including the marrow and compact bone
estimates and the closed skull model, and by adding more
elements to the FE meshes improving its quality [35], [60].
A. New estimates, including atlases.
We provide new scalp, skull, and compact bone
conductivity estimates shown in Table I for four subjects,
three of them being atlases widely used in the EEG
community. Note that subject CA and S256 are partially bald,
so smaller scalp conductivities are expected due to the skin
exposure to air. At the same time, the skull conductivities for
these subjects are somewhat larger than the skull conductivity
of AA. This was expected as CA skull is thicker than the skull
of AA. The values of the new estimates for the scalp are close
to the literature values, but lower for the skull conductivities.
The tissue conductivity data of three of the four subjects of
this study are important because they are widely used as
atlases in EEG source localization, for instance the CA and
AA based ones in Geosource 3:0 [85], [86], and the AM based
BEM in LORETA [87], EEGLAB NFT [88], Brainstorm [89],
and FieldTrip [90]; and as an FEM in COMETS [91] and
BrainStimulator software released with the SCIRun package
[92].
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Due to the ill conditioned nature of the problem (there is
only a small fraction of the marrow bone relative to the head
volume and therefore, a low sensitivity of bEIT procedure to
marrow bone variations), we found very large variability in
the estimates. Indeed, the CRLB for this tissue is one or two
orders of magnitude larger than the CRLB of the other tissues,
meaning that estimating the marrow bone using bEIT is
extremely difficult for any unbiased bEIT estimator. However,
the 3 parameter search is still valid to estimate the compact
bone conductivity. If the marrow bone is to be estimated for
use in electromagnetic modeling applications (EEG, EIT,
TES), a large CRLB also indicates a lesser influence on these
problems. In practical applications, a very accurate MB
conductivity value might not be required.
Fig 6: skull conductivity estimates for the 2 parameter search and compact
bone conductivity estimates for the 3 parameter search versus the frequency.
These results are based on real data for subject AM. The two adjusted
Akhtari models are also shown.

A novelty of this work is the estimation of the scalp,
compact and marrow conductivities in a 3 parameter search
using highly detailed head models. Note that a very accurate
segmentation of the raw MRI/CT data is required for building
these HQ models that preserve many skull details and realistic
ratios between thicknesses of the tissues. In Table I, one can
see the low dispersion of the compact bone among the
different subjects, and this is a major finding of this work.
Note that, due to the marrow bone, the compact bone
estimates in the 3 parameter search are 10 20% lower than the
skull conductivity estimates assuming it as a homogeneous
tissue. Except for S256, where the difference between skull
conductivity and compact bone conductivity is around 60%.
This is also seen in the simulations. This effect might be
explained by the fact that the skull is not “native” for this
subject but warped from the atlas.
To our knowledge, we provide the first estimates of the
compact bone in vivo using parametric EIT. The estimates are
in a good agreement with the in vitro estimates of the live
human skull conductivities given by Tang et al. [93], who
found a standard compact layer conductivity of 3.7±0.5mS/m
averaged over 60 samples, and a quasi compact conductivity
of 5±0.7mS/m averaged over 53 samples, and with the lower
estimate of Law [59] for the compact bone (4.7mS/m). Our
estimates are also within the range reported by Akhtari et al.
[94], 2.8 10.2mS/m, based on four samples. For the skull as a
whole, Tang et at reported a conductivity of 12.5mS/m for a
perfect three layer structure, and 7mS/m for a quasi three
layer structure. Ahktari et al. reported a “bulk” conductivity in
the 8.5 11.4 mS/m range, and Law reported (based on
postmortem samples) a very wide range for different skull
samples (4.7 73mS/m).
In vitro estimates are always “local” while the parametric
EIT approach estimates a global average fit. Our parametric
EIT estimates for whole skull conductivity value agree well
with previous parametric EIT studies [17], [24], [30], when we
downgrade our initial detailed models to their simpler BEM
like models.
B. Influence of the marrow bone

C. Skull models
We showed that the simpler model for the skull is, the
larger its conductivity estimates derived from the same
experimental bEIT data are, and this is a major finding of this
paper. All three simplifications produced significant
overestimations. First, closing skull holes resulted in an
overestimation of ∼10% of skull conductivity. Second, a
recreation of the BEM like models produced an additional
overestimation of ∼15% (20 35% compared to the HQ
model). Finally, neglecting the CSF layer produced an
additional ∼25% overestimation (50 70% compared to the HQ
model). Thus, different skull model simplifications
consistently lead to overestimates of the skull conductivity by
10 to 70% across the different subjects, also when using
synthetic data.
The present findings can be used to adjust the in-vivo bEIT
results of prior work that used anatomically approximate
BEM like or three layer head models. When using these
simpler models, we found typical literature values of 7 12
mS/m [30]. As these literature values were mostly estimated
using BEM like models and neglecting the CSF, we showed
that these typical values are overestimations of the actual skull
conductivity. In Turovets et. al. [34], a factor of 2 was
introduced due to a confusion between the peak and peak to
peak amplitudes of the injection currents, therefore the skull
estimates were also overestimated by factor of 2. If corrected
by this factor, they agree with the present work.
The new values shown in Table I should be considered as
better estimates in future precise head modeling studies. At the
same time, within a simple BEM model, the skull conductivity
estimate in the range of 7 12 mS/m is a good fit for the bEIT
scalp data. Therefore, in terms of “calibration” of these
simpler models, the overestimated values might be used in
source localization [95], or this calibration could be achieved
by using the bEIT approach detailed in this paper.
The skull models can be improved even further, for
example by mapping the skull porosity derived from the CT
Hounsfield units to electrical conductivity [9]. This mapping is
parametric, with a low number of unknowns and bEIT can be
used to estimate them in a similar way as shown in the present
work.
D. Frequency response
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Fig 7. Current density on cortex [A/m2] when stimulating a ROI at the motor cortex using four different models and their specific conductivity estimates: (a) HQ,
(b) HQ without marrow, (c) closed skull, and (d) BEM like models. In the first three models, the differences are almost imperceptible, in the fourth model the
computed dose is slightly larger. Note how the “hot spot” at the frontal part of the medial plane (circled in gray) is significantly reduced when patching the skull
holes. This also indicates the relevance of using detailed models in TES.

We found that the Akhtari model [84] for the frequency
response of the skull conductivity at low frequencies fits to
our in vivo data with “A” and “alpha” parameters in the same
reported range. The frequency response variation of our
estimates is like the variation reported by Dabek et al. [30],
with a skull conductivity variation of around 6% in the 20 to
100 Hz range. We also found the scalp conductivity to be
almost constant in this low frequency range (around 1%
variation). Note that in the Akhtari model, an “alpha” value
lower than 1 is like a squared root shaped plot. However, as it
is shown in Fig. 6, we found conductivity vs frequency
relation to be mostly linear or a slightly exponential function,
which is more like the plots shown in Dabek et. al [30].
Due to the technical specifications of the EIT equipment
used in this work, we focused in the low frequency range (<
100 Hz). However, in some applications such as classical
imaging EIT [31] or modeling Tumor Treating fields [96],
knowing the background conductivities at higher frequencies
(typically in the kHz range) may be important. With a typical
EIT equipment in the kHz range, the same pipeline followed
in this work can be replicated to get this valuable information.
E. Impacts in EEG and in TES
The impact of different skull models in the EEG source
localization problem have been widely studied in the literature
[2], [4], [19], [63], [97]–[99]. All these studies emphasize a
need for accurate estimates of the different tissue
conductivities, particularly the skull, as their miss
specification can lead up to several centimeters error in source
localization. In this paper, we presented a framework of
parametric EIT to estimate the scalp, skull, and compact bone
electrical conductivity values, in vivo, individually for each
subject, that can be implemented as a routine procedure before
an EEG or TES study.
In TES, the impact of skull modeling effects and other head
tissue conductivities on resulting focality and dosage is also
significant (see for example Fig. S1 in [10] and also [100]–
[103]). In Fig. 7, we illustrate the skull modelling effects upon
a simple example of targeting the motor cortex. We found that
when the skull conductivity estimates varied 10 30% among
the different models, the actual current intensity variations on
the cortical target were lower (up to 8%) for the first four

models when using the best estimate for each specific model.
The effects of patching the skull holes was found to be less
significant (4%) than using a BEM like model (8%).
However, depending on the application, an 8% error in dose
might be significant. Another important aspect is what
happens at the non ROI. In Fig. 7, one can observe how the
“hot spot” at the frontal part of the medial plane (circled in
gray) is significantly reduced when closing the skull holes.
This is probably due to closing eye foramina. Thus, although
using a simpler model might not produce significant dose
miss estimates at a given ROI, it might significantly miss
estimate “hot spots” at the non ROI. Note that the ROI (M1)
in this example belongs to a brain region where there are no
apparent skull holes nearby and where the skull shape is
mostly round. The delivered dose when targeting other ROIs
closer to any skull foramina or deeper ROIs might be more
sensitive to different skull models, even if calibrated using
EIT. This example shows the potential relevance of using
anatomically faithful models in TES. More detailed studies are
required to address the effects of using models of different
anatomical complexity, with or without calibration for
different ROIs of clinical interest. These studies are beyond
the scope of this paper and relegated for future work.
F. Limitations
Although the bEIT methodology to extract the regional
conductivity used in this paper was well tested and validated
in physical phantoms, for example in [65], [104], there is still
work to do in human experiments to provide a direct and
accurate reference to compare with.
Due to inter subject variability, a larger number of subjects
would be required to corroborate the reported values and
improve the statistical analysis of electrical conductivity of the
head tissues. In this sense, a similar study with a pool of 14
subjects is being carried out [82].
The model generation pipeline used in this work involves
subject specific MR and CT images. These data are not always
available and, if available, the construction of the models
might be complex, time consuming, and the segmentation
might vary for different segmentation protocols. However, the
applicability of the general method is wider, as approximated
models can be calibrated using the bEIT method presented in
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the paper. A detailed analysis of possible alternatives when
subject specific CT and/or MR images are not available (such
as using conformal atlas head models warped to an individual
subject head shape, or average models), and the accuracy of
calibrated models is left for future studies. Also, it is of value
to cross validate the present results with different
segmentation software packages, which may produce
somewhat different tissue layer thicknesses and therefore
somewhat different bEIT estimates even for the same MR, CT,
and raw bEIT data.
There are other factors that might contribute to the accuracy
of the extracted scalp and skull conductivity values. For
example, the assumed conductivity of other intracranial tissues
might affect estimates of the scalp and skull conductivity
values. However, the CSF conductivity is well known [37],
and the sensitivity of the parametric EIT method with respect
to the brain conductivity is relatively low [34], [35].
Furthermore, electrode modeling can also affect scalp and
skull conductivity estimates, but this has been shown to be
relatively minor [60]. The effects of other modeling
enhancements such as the inclusion of the dura layer [105] or
the major blood vessels [20] should be analyzed in future
studies.

in Table I. Extracted scalp and skull conductivities were
statistically different among four subjects, proving inter
subject variability. However, the compact bone estimates were
statistically similar. To the best of our knowledge, we used the
largest number of current injection pairs compared to the other
bEIT literature works. Also, this is the only work so far that
estimates compact bone conductivity in-vivo using EIT.
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Fig S1: EGI 128 (left) and 256 (right) sensor net layouts.

Fig S2: Convergence of the Newton’s method for the scalp (left column) and the skull (right column) conductivity values for CA subject. In each figure subplot,
we show an example of how the method converges after 9 iterations for both the real and synthetic data. The synthetic data was generated using the HQ model,
and the conductivity values were estimated using the “HQ without marrow” model (2 parameter search). Each gray line represents a different current injection
pair, the red line is the mean and the black lines represent the standard deviation.
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